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ARE YOU IN CONTROL OF ELL COMPLIANCE?

SuccessEd has created ELLA - the English Language Learner 
Application - a software solution that allows you to confidently 
answer “Yes!” to these difficult questions. First released in 
2012, ELLA is designed to accelerate the cumbersome 
process of gathering and organizing records through an 
efficient, accurate and compliant process.

COMPLIANCE & INSTRUCTIONAL TOOL
   • Supports the LPAC process for each meeting type -  
      initial, state assessment, reviews and annual reviews
   • Provides instructional guidance based on student data
   • Promotes committee collaboration by sharing meeting
      decisions made for dually served students.
   • View, document and track linguistic accommodations
   • Ease in monitoring exited/reclassified students
   • Integration of state assessments results
   • Endorsed by leading experts in the field 

OUR CUSTOMERS APPRECIATE THE BENEFITS OF ELLA
   • Simplifies data collection 
   • Reduces data entry time
   • Improves reporting accuracy
   • Auto-generates parent letters
   • Transforms data into knowledge
   • Seamlessly integrates with your Student Information  
      System 
   • Highly customizable for each district
   • Bulk locks all forms for easy archiving and data integrity
   • Bulk prints ELL plans for efficiency
   • Bulk prints parent letters for efficiency
   • Electronic Signatures
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Are you fully confident that:
  • you are meeting all compliance requirements for your ELL population?
  • your data gathering and reporting process is both effective and efficient?
  • none of your ELL students or parents are falling through the cracks?



REPORTS
Armed with a single online system to manage and track your ELL population, 
users of SuccessEd’s ELLA are confident in their compliance with complete visibility 
across campuses.  Real-time reports include:

  • 20 Day Timeline Compliance
 • Bilingual/ESL Record  
 • Bulk ELL Monitoring
  • Bulk ELL Plan
  • Bulk ELL Plan with Parent Letter
  • State Assessments
  • Student Campuses, Grades, and Program Names
  • Student Directory
  • Students by Form
 • Meeting Minutes 

BUILT BY EDUCATORS, FOR EDUCATORS
For over twenty years, SuccessEd has provided tools to improve the lives of educators 
and the students and parents that they serve.  As former educators, we understand 
the challenges and pressures that are so often associated with our vocation.  
Always mindful of this, we pour ourselves into our software solutions - developing 
tools that improve the quality of life of the educator and help them spend less time 
with keyboards and more time with kids.

PARTNERSHIPS & COLLABORATIONS

Ask how we can integrate with your district.

TAKE CONTROL OF ELL COMPLIANCE
For more information, visit our website www.successed.net
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